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No matter where you are in the estimating 
process--from initial conceptual budgeting 
to specialty execution--WinEst Essentials 
provides estimators the tools they need to 
confidently make profitable decisions that 
are based off of real-world data -- all in one 
value-packed subscription. 

With WinEst Essentials, you get access 
to Trimble’s WinEst estimating solution, 
integrated digital takeoff, up-to-date 
cost databases, drawing and document 
manipulation capabilities, and collaboration 
tools. Combined, these solutions provide 
necessary and invaluable visibility 
throughout all phases of the estimating 
process, allowing you to win more work 
through efficiencies in estimate creation, 
precision, and shareability.

The WinEst Essentials subscription reduces 
error and increases efficiency by managing 
everything related to your estimating 
workflow, getting you to bid day confidently, 
accurately, profitably, and with a competitive 
advantage. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
 ► WinEst e-Team

 ► Virtual 2D Take-off

 ► Modelogix

 ► Online Training- WinEst & Modelogix

 ► Schedule LInk

 ► Trimble® Connect® Business Premium

 ► Advanced Image Manager 

 ► Earthwork®

 ► Trimble® Commercial & Assemblies Data

 ► BNi Bronze Data Package

 ► eTakeoff Dimension - Premier

WinEst Essentials
Key Benefits
 ► One subscription gives you the 

necessary tools to take you through 
the entire estimating process

 ► Save time managing cost data with 
automatically updated, real world cost 
data

 ► Leverage historical costs in the 
conceptual estimating process

 ► Standardize best practices across the 
entire estimating department

 ► Increase collaboration with project 
information that is transparent, 
traceable and accessible to the entire 
project team

 ► Streamline workflows with powerful 
integration to takeoff

 ► Keep projects on time and on budget

 ► Efficiently and accurately perform 
quantity takeoff, no matter the 
construction discipline

MERGING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COST ESTIMATING TECHNOLOGY

Conceptual budgeting through specialty contracting: One subscription gives you a database-driven estimating and 
quantity takeoff solution that will meet you where you are at in the estimating process. 
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WINEST E-TEAM & ONLINE TRAINING 
WinEst e-Team serves the quantity takeoff and cost estimating needs of building 
construction clients involved in any phase of the estimating process- initial budgeting 
through specialty execution. WinEst’s online training subscription provides instruction 
for all phases of estimation, and all employee levels, covering the complete workflow 
for construction estimating.

MODELOGIX & ONLINE TRAINING 
Modelogix allows users to capture, benchmark, and analyze their historical cost data 
in a secure centrally accessible database, and then leverage it to build conceptual 
budgets. By leveraging historical costs in the conceptual estimating process, 
Modelogix can dramatically reduce the time spent producing early-phase budgets 
while also improving the budget’s accuracy. Online training for all employee levels 
included.

SCHEDULE LINK 
Schedule Link is an add-on module for WinEst that provides an automated export to 
both Microsoft Project and Primavera P6. Managing tasks, constraints, and durations 
are done in the scheduling software and not in WinEst, thus providing a better overall 
workflow.

TRIMBLE® CONNECT® 
Trimble® Connect® is an open collaboration tool that connects the right people to 
the right data at the right time on any device - enabling informed decision making 
and enhancing project efficiency.  Purpose-built to serve as the single source of truth 
for your project, Connect® facilitates the sharing of detailed data such as estimates, 
drawings, models, and more, to help connect workflows and simplify collaboration 
and coordination amongst project stakeholders.

ADVANCED IMAGE MANAGER (AIM) & EARTHWORK® 
Viewpoint’s Advanced Image Manager is a stand-alone tool that allows users to view 
multi-paged files (.pdf, .jpg) and easily remove unneeded pages, rotate images, and 
select layers to import. They can then save the files as a single PDF or a multi-sheet 
PDF.  
Earthwork® is a Viewpoint takeoff software that is tailored to the needs of site work 
contractors, allowing users to perform digital takeoff quickly and accurately.

MANAGED COST AND ASSEMBLY DATABASES 
Trimble® Commercial and Assemblies Data consists of a number of cost databases 
that include both items and assemblies. Several of these databases have useful 
diagrams for most of the assemblies so that estimators don’t have to wonder if 
they’re using the right one. With one click, you can actually see the assemblies you’re 
using.  
BNi Bronze Database offers the nation’s most comprehensive source of construction 
building costs, codes, and data. It is updated annually to reflect current prices and 
standards.

ETAKEOFF DIMENSION PREMIER

eTakeoff Dimension is an electronic viewer and takeoff solution for estimators across 
all construction disciplines, giving them the flexibility to do a quick Sq Ft takeoff or a 
detailed item-by-item takeoff and estimate, depending on the project. eTakeoff allows 
users to quantify all aspects of a project- from site-work, to roofing and everything in 
between- with the accuracy and speed that is critical in an increasingly competitive 
market.


